
On the Comparison of Indutive InfereneCriteria for Uniform Learning of Finite ClassesSandra ZillesFahbereih InformatikUniversit�at KaiserslauternPostfah 3049D - 67653 Kaiserslauternzilles�informatik.uni-kl.deAbstrat. We onsider a learning model in whih eah element of alass of reursive funtions is to be identi�ed in the limit by a om-putable strategy. Given gradually growing initial segments of the graphof a funtion, the learner is supposed to generate a sequene of hypothe-ses onverging to a orret hypothesis. The term orret means that thehypothesis is an index of the funtion to be learned in a given numbering.Restrition of the basi de�nition of learning in the limit yields severalinferene riteria, whih have already been ompared with respet totheir learning power.The sope of uniform learning is to synthesize appropriate identi�ationstrategies for in�nitely many lasses of reursive funtions by a uniformmethod, i.e. a kind of meta-learning is onsidered. In this onept we analso ompare the learning power of several inferene riteria. If we �x asingle numbering to be used as a hypothesis spae for all lasses of re-ursive funtions, we obtain results similar to the non-uniform ase. Thishierarhy of inferene riteria hanges, if we admit di�erent hypothesisspaes for di�erent lasses of funtions. Interestingly, in uniform identi-�ation most of the inferene riteria an be separated by olletions of�nite lasses of reursive funtions.1 IntrodutionIndutive Inferene is onerned with theoretial models simulating learning pro-esses. A model of quite simple mathematial desription is for example identi-�ation of lasses of reursive funtions. This onept in general inludes threemain omponents:{ a partial-reursive funtion S { also alled strategy { simulating the learner,{ a lass U of total reursive funtions whih have to be identi�ed by S,{ a partial-reursive numbering  { alled hypothesis spae { whih enumeratesat least all funtions in U .In eah step of the identi�ation proess S is presented a �nite subgraph ofsome unknown arbitrary funtion f ontained in U ; the strategy S then returns



a hypothesis whih is interpreted as an index of a funtion in the given num-bering  . It is the learner's job to eventually return a single orret hypothesis,i.e. the sequene of outputs ought to onverge to a  -number of f . This model{ alled identi�ation in the limit { has �rst been analyzed by Gold in [5℄ andgave rise to the investigation and omparison of several new learning models(\inferene riteria") basing on that priniple. The ommon idea was to restritthe de�nition of identi�ability by means of additional { and in some way natu-ral { demands onerning the properties of the hypotheses. The orrespondingmodels have been ompared with respet to the resulting identi�ation power;for some more bakground the reader is referred to [3℄, [4℄ and [7℄.This paper studies Indutive Inferene on a meta-level. Considering olle-tions of in�nitely many lasses U of reursive funtions we are looking for meta-learners synthesizing an appropriate strategy for eah lass U to be learned. Forthat purpose we agree on a method to desribe a lass U , beause for the synthe-sis of a learner our meta-strategy should be given some desription of U . Thatmeans we do not only try to solve a learning problem by an expert learner butto design a higher-level learner whih onstruts a method for solving a learningproblem from a given desription. Thus the meta-learner is able to simulate allthe expert learners.Uniform learning of lasses of reursive funtions has already been studied byJantke in [6℄. Unfortunately, his results are rather negative; he proves that thereis no strategy whih { given any desription of an arbitrary lass U onsistingof just a single reursive funtion { synthesizes a learner whih identi�es U withrespet to a �xed hypothesis spae. Even if we allow di�erent hypothesis spaesfor the di�erent lasses of reursive funtions, no meta-learner is suessful forall desriptions of �nite lasses (f. [12℄). Sine in the non-uniform ase �nitelasses an be identi�ed easily with respet to any ommon inferene riterion,these results might suggest that the model of uniform learning yields a oneptthe investigation of whih is not worthwile. As we will see, the results in thispaper allow a more optimisti point of view. Of ourse it is quite natural toonsider the same inferene riteria known from the non-uniform model also inour meta-level. The aim of this paper is to investigate whether the omparisonof these riteria onerning the resulting identi�ation power yields hierarhiesanalogous to those approved in the lassial ontext. In most ases we will see,that the lassial separation results an be transferred to uniform learning. Andwe an prove even more. If we onsider uniform learning with respet to �xedhypothesis spaes, all separations of inferene riteria an be ahieved by olle-tions of �nite lasses of reursive funtions. The resulting hierarhies orrespondto the non-uniform ase. If we drop the restritions onerning the hypothesisspaes, we obtain slightly di�erent results, although many of the riteria anstill be separated by �nite lasses. So whereas �nite lasses are very simple re-garding their identi�ability in Gold's model, they are in most ases suÆientfor the separation of inferene riteria in uniform learning. Furthermore we on-lude that the hierarhies obtained are very muh inuened by the hoie ofthe hypothesis spaes. Now, sine the hierarhies of inferene riteria do not



ollapse in our meta-level { even if we restrit ourselves to the hoie of simplelearning problems { we onlude that the onept of uniform learning is neithertrivial nor fruitless. Furthermore this paper orroborates the interpretation thatour di�erent inferene riteria possess some really substantial spei� properties,whih yield separations of suh a strong nature that they still hold for uniformlearning of �nite lasses.In [12℄ the reader may also �nd positive results enouraging further researh.It is shown that the hoie of desriptions for the lasses U has more inuene onthe uniform identi�ability than the lasses themselves, i.e. many meta-strategiesfail rather beause of a bad desription of the learning problem than beauseof the omplexity of the problem. So it might be interesting to �nd out whatkinds of desriptions are suitable for uniform learnability and whether they anbe haraterized by any spei� properties.Further researh on uniform identi�ation has also been made in the ontextof language learning, see for example [8℄, [9℄ and [2℄. Beause of its numerouspositive results, in partiular the work of Baliga, Case and Jain [2℄ motivatesthe investigation of meta-strategies.2 PreliminariesReursion theoreti terms used without expliit de�nition an be found in [10℄.By N we denote the set of all nonnegative integers, N� is the set of all �-nite tuples over N; the variable n always ranges over N. For �xed n, the notionNn is used for the set of all n-tuples of integers. By impliit use of a bijetiveomputable funtion od : N� 7! N we will identify any � 2 N� with its odingod(�) 2 N. A statement is quanti�ed with 81n in order to indiate that thestatement is ful�lled for all but �nitely many n; quanti�ers 8 and 9 are used inthe ommon way.For any set X the expression ard X denotes the ardinality of X ; }X de-notes the set of all subsets of X . As a symbol for set inlusion we use �, properinlusion is indiated by �. Inomparability of sets is expressed by #.The set of all partial-reursive funtions is denoted by P , the set of totalreursive funtions by R. In order to refer to funtions of a �xed number n ofinput variables, we sometimes add the supersript n to these symbols. For anyf 2 P ; x 2 N we write f(x)#, if f is de�ned on input x; f(x)" otherwise. Iff 2 P and n ful�ll f(0)#; : : : ; f(n)# we set f [n℄ := od(f(0); : : : ; f(n)), i.e. f [n℄orresponds to the initial segment of length n+ 1 of f . Comparing f; g 2 P wewrite f =n g, if f(x; f(x)) j x � n; f(x)#g = f(x; g(x)) j x � n; g(x)#g; other-wise f 6=n g. By the notion f � g we indiate that f(x; f(x)) j x 2 N; f(x)#g �f(x; g(x)) j x 2 N; g(x)#g and use proper inlusion by analogy. But f 2 P mayalso be identi�ed with the sequene (f(n))n2N, so we sometimes write f = 0n1"1and the like. We often identify a tuple � 2 N� with the funtion �"1 impliitly.By rng(f) we refer to the range ff(x) j x 2 N; f(x)#g of a funtion f 2 P .A funtion  2 Pn+1 is used as a numbering for the set P := f i j i 2 Ng,where  i(x) :=  (i; x) for all i 2 N; x 2 Nn as usual. i is alled  -number of



the funtion  i. In order to refer to the set of all total funtions in P , we usethe notion R , i.e. R := P \ R. R is alled the reursive ore or \R-ore"of P . If  2 Pn+2, every b 2 N orresponds to a numbering  b 2 Pn+1, if wede�ne  b(i; x) :=  (b; i; x) for all i 2 N; x 2 Nn . Again i is a  b-number for thefuntion  bi de�ned in the ommon way.Now we introdue our basi Indutive Inferene riterion alled identi�ationin the limit, whih was �rst de�ned in [5℄. It may be regarded as a fundamentallearning model from whih we de�ne further restritive inferene riteria (seeDe�nitions 2 and 3). The notation EX in De�nition 1 abbreviates the term\explanatory identi�ation" whih is also used to refer to learning in the limit.De�nition 1. Let U � R;  2 P2. The lass U belongs to EX and is alledidenti�able in the limit wrt the hypothesis spae  i� there is a funtion S 2 P(alled strategy) suh that for any f 2 U :1. S(f [n℄)# for all n 2 N (S(f [n℄) is alled hypothesis on f [n℄),2. there is some j 2 N suh that  j = f and 81n [S(f [n℄) = j℄.If S is given, we also write U 2 EX (S): We set EX := S 2P2 EX :On any funtion f 2 U the strategy S must generate a sequene of hypothesesonverging to a  -number of f . But a user reading the hypotheses generated byS up to a ertain time will never know whether the atual hypothesis is orretor not, beause he annot deide whether the time of onvergene is alreadyreahed. If there was a bound on the number of mind hanges, he ould at leastrely on the atual hypothesis whenever the bound is reahed. Learning with suhbounds has �rst been studied in [3℄.De�nition 2. Assume U � R;  2 P2; m 2 N. U belongs to (EXm) and isalled identi�able (in the limit) with no more than m mind hanges wrt  i�there exists an S 2 P satisfying1. U 2 EX (S) (where S is additionally permitted to return the sign \?"),2. for all f 2 U there is an nf 2 N satisfying{ 8x < nf [S(f [x℄) =?℄,{ 8x � nf [S(f [x℄) 2 N℄,3. ardfn 2 N j ? 6= S(f [n℄) 6= S(f [n+ 1℄)g � m for all f 2 U .We use the notations (EXm) (S) and EXm by analogy with De�nition 1. Alass U � R is identi�able with a bounded number of mind hanges i� there isan m 2 N suh that U 2 EXm.The output \?" allows our strategy to indiate that its hypothesis is left openfor the atual time being, in order not to waste a mind hange in the beginningof the learning proess.It is also a natural thought to strengthen the demands onerning the in-termediate hypotheses themselves. A suessful learning behaviour might be to



generate intermediate hypotheses agreeing with the information reeived up tothe atual time of the learning proess (\onsistent" hypotheses, f. [1℄). In orderto be less demanding, one ould also ask for hypotheses whih do not disagreeonvergently (i.e. in their de�ned values) with the atual information (\onform"hypotheses, see [11℄). Sine any hypothesis representing a funtion not ontainedin R must be wrong, another natural demand would be to allow only  -numbersof total reursive funtions (\total" hypotheses, f. [7℄) as outputs of S. Sinein general the halting problem in  is not deidable, it might be hard for ourstrategy to detet the inorretness of a hypothesis, if the orresponding fun-tion di�ers from the funtion to be learned only by being unde�ned for somearguments. For learning with \onvergently inorret" hypotheses (f. [4℄) suhoutputs are forbidden.De�nition 3. Choose a pair (I; CI) from those listed below. Let U � R;  2 P2.U is alled identi�able under the riterion I wrt  i� there exists a strategy S 2 Psuh that U 2 EX (S) and for all f 2 U; n 2 N ondition CI is satis�ed.I CICONS  S(f [n℄) =n fCONF 8x � n [ S(f [n℄)(x)# )  S(f [n℄)(x) = f(x)℄TOTAL  S(f [n℄) 2 RCEX  S(f [n℄) 6� fWe use the phrases \identi�ation with onsistent (onform, total, onvergentlyinorret) intermediate hypotheses" respetively. The notations I; I ; I (S) areused in the ommon way.For the inferene riteria introdued here the following omparison resultshave been proved:Theorem 1. 1. 8m 2 N [EXm � EXm+1 � EX ℄ (see [3℄).2. TOTAL � CONS � CONF � EX � }R (see [7℄, [11℄ and [5℄).3. TOTAL � CEX � EX (see de�nitions and [4℄).4. CEX#CONS (see [4℄).For onveniene I := fEX;CONS;CONF;TOTAL;CEXg [ fEXm j m 2 Ngdenotes the set of all inferene riteria delared in this setion. Furthermore let{ J� := fU � R j U is �niteg,{ J1 := fU � R j ard U = 1g (= fffg j f 2 Rg).3 Uniform Learning { De�nition and Basi ResultsFrom now on let ' 2 P3 be a �xed aeptable numbering of P2 and � 2 P2an aeptable numbering of P1. As ' is aeptable, it might be regarded as anumbering of all numberings  2 P2: every b 2 N orresponds to the funtion 'bwhih is de�ned by 'b(i; x) := '(b; i; x) for any i; x 2 N. Thus b also desribes



a lass Rb of reursive funtions, where Rb := R'b = P'b \ R; i.e. Rb is thereursive ore of P'b . Therefore any set B � N will be alled desription setfor the olletion fRb j b 2 Bg of reursive ores orresponding to the indiesin B. Considering eah reursive ore as a set of funtions to be identi�ed, anydesription set B � N may be assoiated to a olletion of learning problems.Now we are looking for a meta-learner whih { given any desription b 2 B{ develops a speial learner oping with the learning problem desribed by b,i.e. the speial learner must identify eah funtion in Rb.De�nition 4. Let J � }R; I 2 I; J � I; B � N: The set B is alled suitablefor uniform learning wrt J and I i� the following onditions are ful�lled:1. 8b 2 B [Rb 2 J ℄,2. 9S 2 P2 8b 2 B 9 2 P2 [Rb 2 I (�x:S(b; x))℄.We abbreviate this by B 2 suit(J; I) and write B 2 suit(J; I)(S), if S is given.So B 2 suit(J; I) i� every reursive ore desribed by some index b 2 Bbelongs to the lass J and additionally there is a strategy S 2 P2 whih, givenb 2 B, synthesizes an I-learner suessful forRb with respet to some appropriatehypothesis spae  . Note that the synthesis of these appropriate hypothesisspaes is not required. This means in partiular, that in general the output of ameta-learner annot be interpreted pratially, beause we might not know whihnumbering is atually used as a hypothesis spae. Of ourse we might restritour de�nition of suitable desription sets by demanding uniform learnability withrespet to the aeptable numbering � for all lasses Rb. Another possibility isto use the numberings 'b; b 2 B, already given by the desription set B ashypothesis spaes for I-identi�ation of the lasses Rb.De�nition 5. Let I 2 I; J � I; B � N; S 2 P2: Assume B 2 suit(J; I)(S).We write B 2 suit� (J; I)(S) if Rb 2 I� (�x:S(b; x)) for all b 2 B. The notationB 2 suit'(J; I)(S) shall indiate that Rb 2 I'b(�x:S(b; x)) for all b 2 B. Wealso use the notations suit� (J; I) and suit'(J; I) in the usual way.Of ourse it would be nie to �nd haraterizations of the sets suitable foruniform learning with respet to J; I , where I 2 I and J � I are given. Thispaper ompares the uniform identi�ation power of several riteria I 2 I andonentrates on the ase J = J�, i.e. all reursive ores to be identi�ed are �nite.Our �rst result follows obviously from our de�nitions.Proposition 1. Let I 2 I, J � I. Then suit'(J; I) � suit� (J; I) � suit(J; I).Whether these inlusions are proper inlusions or not depends on the hoieof J and I . If they turned out to be equalities for all J and I , then De�nition5 would be superuous. But in fat, as Theorem 5 will show, we have properinlusions in the general ase. That means that a restrition in the hoie of thehypothesis spaes results in a restrition of the learning power of meta-strategies.



Any strategy identifying a lass U � R with respet to some riterionI 2 InfCONS;CONFg an be replaed by a total reursive strategy withoutloss of learning power. This new strategy is de�ned by omputing the values ofthe old strategy for a bounded number of steps and a bounded number of inputexamples with inreasing bounds. As long as no hypothesis is found, some tempo-rary hypothesis agreeing with the restritions in the de�nition of I is produed.Afterwards the hypotheses of the former strategy are put out \with delay".1Now we transfer these observations to the level of uniform learning and get thefollowing result, whih we will use in several proofs:Proposition 2. Let I 2 InfCONS;CONFg; J � I; B � N. Assume B 2suit(J; I) (suit� (J; I)). Then there is a total reursive funtion S suh that B 2suit(J; I)(S) (suit� (J; I)(S) respetively).Let us now ollet some simple examples of desription sets suitable or notsuitable for uniform learning. First we onsider the identi�ation of lasses on-sisting of just one reursive funtion. Any set desribing suh lasses turns outto be suitable for identi�ation under any of our riteria:Theorem 2. Let I 2 I. Then suit(J1; I) = fB � N j Rb 2 J1 for all b 2 Bg.Proof. Let B � N ful�ll Rb 2 J1 for all b 2 B. Sine for all f 2 R thereexists a numbering  2 P2 with  0 = f , the strategy onstantly zero yieldsB 2 suit(J1; I). Thus fB � N j Rb 2 J1 for all b 2 Bg � suit(J1; I). The otherinlusion is obvious. �Unfortunately, we would rather not regard the strategy de�ned in this proofas an \intelligent" learner, beause its output does not depend on the input atall. Its suess lies just in the hoie of appropriate hypothesis spaes. If suh ahoie of hypothesis spaes is forbidden, we obtain an absolutely negative result:Theorem 3. fb 2 N j Rb 2 J1g =2 suit� (J1;EX).In partiular even fb 2 N j ard fi 2 N j 'bi 2 Rg = 1g =2 suit� (J1;EX).For a proof see [6℄ or [12℄. So, if we �x our hypothesis spaes in advane,not even the lasses onsisting of just one element an be identi�ed in the limituniformly. Regarding the identi�ation of arbitrary �nite lasses (the learnabilityof whih is trivial in the non-uniform ase), the situation gets worse still. Even byfree hoie of the hypothesis spaes we annot ahieve uniform EX-identi�ability.Theorem 4. fb 2 N j Rb 2 J�g =2 suit(J�;EX).A proof an be found in [12℄. How an we interpret these results? Is the on-ept of uniform learning fruitless and further researh on this area not worthwile?Fortunately, many results in [2℄ and [12℄ allow a more optimisti point of view.1 This does not work for CONS and CONF, sine in general after the delay the hy-potheses are no longer onsistent or onform with the information in the atual timeof the learning proess.



For example, [12℄ shows that some onstraints on the desriptions b 2 B { espe-ially onerning the topologial struture of the numberings 'b { yield uniformlearnability of huge lasses of funtions, even with onsistent and total intermedi-ate hypotheses and also with respet to our aeptable numbering � . The stikingpoint seems to be that uniform identi�ability is not so muh inuened by thelasses to be learned, but by the numberings 'b hosen as representations forthese lasses. So the numerous negative results should be interpreted arefully.For example the reason that there is no uniform EX-learner for fb 2 N j Rb 2 J�gis not so muh the omplexity of �nite lasses but rather the need to ope withany numbering possessing a �nite R-ore. Based on these aspets we should nottend to a pessimisti view onerning the fruitfulness of the onept of uniformlearning. Our results in the following setions will substantiate this opinion.Theorems 2 and 3 now enable the proof of the following example of a stritversion of Proposition 1.Theorem 5. suit'(J1; I) � suit� (J1; I) � suit(J1; I) for all I 2 I.Proof. suit� (J1; I) � suit(J1; I) is obtained as follows: by Theorem 3 we knowthat B1 := fb 2 N j Rb 2 J1g =2 suit� (J1; I) (otherwise B1 was also an elementof suit� (J1;EX)). Thus by Theorem 2 we obtain B1 2 suit(J1; I)nsuit� (J1; I).It remains to prove suit'(J1; I) � suit� (J1; I). Again by Theorem 3 we knowthat there exists a set B � N suh that ard fi 2 N j 'bi 2 Rg = 1 for all b 2 Band B =2 suit'(J1;EX). Now let g 2 R be a omputable funtion satisfying'g(b)i (x) = (0 if 'bi (y)# for all y � x" otherwise for any b; i; x 2 N :Let B0 := fg(b) j b 2 Bg. Sine Rg(b) = f01g for b 2 B, we get B0 2 suit� (J1; I)(via a strategy whih onstantly returns a � -index of the funtion 01).Obviously fi 2 N j 'g(b)i 2 Rg = fi 2 N j 'bi 2 Rg for all b 2 N. Ifthere was a strategy S 2 P2 satisfying B0 2 suit'(J1; I)(S), we would ahieveB 2 suit'(J1;EX)(T ) by de�ning T (b; f [n℄) := S(g(b); 0n) for f 2 R; b; n 2 N.This ontradits the hoie of B, so B0 2 suit� (J1; I)nsuit'(J1; I)(S). Henesuit'(J1; I) � suit� (J1; I). �4 Separation of Inferene Criteria { Speial HypothesisSpaesFrom now on we will ompare the learning power of our inferene riteria foruniform learning of �nite lasses of reursive funtions, i.e. we try to �nd re-sults in the style of Theorem 1, where the riteria I 2 I are replaed by thesets suit(J�; I); suit� (J�; I) or suit'(J�; I). Please note that a separation likefor example suit� (CONS;CONS) � suit� (CONS;EX) is not a very astonishingresult. The remarkable point is that even olletions of �nite lasses of reursivefuntions suÆe for a separation (note that in the non-uniform ase �nite lasses



an be identi�ed under any riterion I 2 I easily).Sine all proofs for the theorems stated in Setion 4 proeed in a similarmanner and inlude rather long onstrutions, we will omit most of them andjust give skethes of the proofs for Theorem 7 and Theorem 9.In this setion we onentrate on uniform learning with respet to �xed hy-pothesis spaes, i.e. aording to De�nition 5. Our aim is to show that all theomparison results in Theorem 1 hold analogously for these onepts, even if alllasses to be learned are �nite. Lemma 1 summarizes some simple observations.Lemma 1. 1. suit'(J�;EXm) � suit'(J�;EXm+1) � suit'(J�;EX) for arbi-trary m 2 N,2. suit'(J�;TOTAL) � suit'(J�;CONS) � suit'(J�;CONF) � suit'(J�;EX),3. suit'(J�;TOTAL) � suit'(J�;CEX) � suit'(J�;EX).These results hold analogously if we substitute suit' by suit� .Proof. All these inlusions exept for suit'(J�;TOTAL) � suit'(J�;CONS) (oranalogously with � instead of ') follow immediately from the de�nitions. If aset B � N ful�lls B 2 suit'(J�;TOTAL)(S) for some strategy S 2 P2, we aneasily de�ne T 2 P2 suh that B 2 suit'(J�;CONS)(T ). On input (b; f [n℄) thestrategy T just has to hek the hypothesis S(b; f [n℄) for onsisteny wrt 'b.For b 2 B; f 2 Rb this is possible, beause the funtion 'bS(b;f [n℄) is total. Ifonsisteny is veri�ed, T returns the same index as S, otherwise it returns someonsistent hypothesis (whih an be found, if f 2 Rb). Convergene to a orrethypothesis follows from the hoie of S. The � -ase is proved by analogy. �Now we want to prove that all these inlusions are in fat proper inlusions.For that purpose onsider Theorem 6 �rst.Theorem 6. suit'(J�;EXm+1) n suit(J�;EXm) 6= ; for any m 2 N.2Note that this result is even stronger than required. We just needed to provesuit'(J�;EXm+1)nsuit'(J�;EXm) 6= ; and the orresponding statement for the� -ase. Besides we have not only veri�ed suit(J�;EXm+1)nsuit(J�;EXm) 6= ;,but we observe a further fat: though we know uniform learning with respetto the hypothesis spaes given by ' to be muh more restritive than uniformlearning without speial demands onerning the hypothesis spaes, we still an�nd olletions of lass-desriptions whih are{ restritive enough to desribe �nite lasses of reursive funtions only,{ suitable for uniform EXm+1-identi�ation with respet to the hypothesisspaes orresponding to their desriptions,{ but not suitable for uniform EXm-identi�ation even if the hypothesis spaesan be hosen without restritions.Similar strit separations are obtained by the following theorems.Theorem 7. suit'(J�;EX) n suit(J�;CONF) 6= ;.2 The proof is omitted but proeeds similar to the proof of Theorem 7.



Proof. We will just give a sketh of the relevant parts of the proof; details andformal onstrutions are not needed to explain the general idea ommon to mostof the proofs of our results. We use a strategy T 2 R to de�ne a desriptionset B � N suitable for uniform identi�ation in the limit by T . The set B shalldesribe only �nite reursive ores and will not be suitable for uniform onformidenti�ation. The hoie of the strategy T may seem rather arbitrary, but itwill enable an indiret proof.De�ne T 2 R byT (f [n℄) := (0 if f [n℄ 2 f0; 1g�maxff(0); : : : ; f(n)g � 1 otherwisefor arbitrary f 2 R and n 2 N.Then set B := fb 2 N j Rb is �nite and Rb 2 EX'b(T )g:We will prove B 2 suit'(J�;EX) n suit(J�;CONF). By de�nition of B weobviously have B 2 suit'(J�;EX). Now B =2 suit(J�;CONF) is veri�ed by wayof ontradition.Assumption. B 2 suit(J�;CONF).Then there is some S 2 P2 suh that Rb 2 CONF(�x:S(b; x)) for all b 2 B.Aim. Construt an integer b0, suh that b0 2 B, but Rb0 =2 CONF(�x:S(b0; x)),in ontradition to our assumption. The strategy �x:S(b0; x) will fail for at leastone funtion f 2 Rb0 by either{ hanging its hypothesis for f in�nitely often or{ not terminating its omputation on input of some initial segment of f or{ violating the onformity demand on input of some initial segment of f .Constrution of b0. We de�ne �b 2 P2 uniformly in b 2 N. First we de�ne�b0(0) := 0. If we set y0 := 0, the segment �b0[y0℄ is already de�ned. We start instage 0.In general, in stage k we proeed as follows:For the de�nition of further values of �b0 one omputes S(b; �b0[yk℄), S(b; �b0[yk℄0)and S(b; �b0[yk℄1). If one of these values is unde�ned, then �b0 = 0"1. Else, ifthese values are all equal, we append zeros until we observe that the strategy�x:S(b; x) hanges its mind on the initial segment onstruted so far. Otherwisewe just append one value t 2 f0; 1g, suh that S(b; �b0[yk℄) 6= S(b; �b0[yk℄t).The funtions �b2k+1 and �b2k+2 are de�ned as follows:�b2k+1[yk + 2℄ := �b0[yk℄0(2k + 2); �b2k+2[yk + 2℄ := �b0[yk℄1(2k + 3). Both fun-tions will be extended by zeros until the values S(b; �b0[yk℄0) and S(b; �b0[yk℄1)are omputed and the de�nition of �b0 is stopped temporarily beause of amind hange of �x:S(b; x) on the initial segment of �b0 onstruted so far (if



these onditions are never satis�ed, we obtain �b2k+1 = �b0[yk℄0(2k + 2)01 and�b2k+2 = �b0[yk℄1(2k+3)01). If the de�nition of �b0 is stopped temporarily, let yk+1be the maximal argument for whih �b0 is de�ned. If yk+1 exists, go to stage k+1.The Reursion Theorem then yields an integer b0 2 N satisfying 'b0 = �b0 :Claim. 1. We have rng('b00 ) � f0; 1g; if x 2 N, then max(rng('b0x+1)) = x + 2or rng('b0x+1) = ;.2. If in the onstrution of 'b0 all stages are reahed, then Rb0 = f'b00 g. If stagek (k 2 N) is the last stage to be reahed, then Rb0 = f'b00 ; 'b02k+1; 'b02k+2g orRb0 = f'b02k+1; 'b02k+2g.This laim implies b0 2 B. For the proof of Rb0 =2 CONF(�x:S(b0; x)) weassume by way of ontradition that Rb0 2 CONF (�x:S(b0; x)) for some num-bering  2 P2. By Claim 2 it suÆes to onsider the following three ases:Case 1. Rb0 = f'b00 g.Then all stages are reahed in our onstrution. We observe that in the identi�-ation proess for 'b00 the strategy �x:S(b0; x) hanges its hypothesis in�nitelyoften.Case 2. Rb0 = f'b02k+1; 'b02k+2g for some k 2 N.In this ase we have S(b0; 'b02k+1[yk +1℄)" or S(b0; 'b02k+2[yk +1℄)" (with yk as inour onstrution), so �x:S(b0; x) annot be suessful for both 'b02k+1 and 'b02k+2.Case 3. Rb0 = f'b00 ; 'b02k+1; 'b02k+2g for k 2 N.Then stage k is reahed; stage k + 1 is not reahed. FurthermoreS(b0; 'b02k+1[yk + 1℄) = S(b0; �b00 [yk℄0) = S(b0; �b00 [yk℄1) = S(b0; 'b02k+2[yk + 1℄) ;although 'b02k+1[yk + 1℄ 6= 'b02k+2[yk + 1℄. Thus i := S(b0; 'b02k+1[yk + 1℄) annotbe a  -number for both 'b02k+1 and 'b02k+2. There are two possibilities:Case 3.1.  i(yk + 1)".Then the sequene of hypotheses produed by �x:S(b0; x) on the funtion 'b00onverges to an index inorret for 'b00 with respet to  .Case 3.2.  i(yk + 1)#.Then i is not onform for both 'b02k+1[yk + 1℄ and 'b02k+2[yk + 1℄ wrt  .We onlude Rb0 =2 CONF (�x:S(b0; x)); thus Rb0 =2 CONF(�x:S(b0; x)).The properties of b0 now ontradit our assumption, so B =2 suit(J�;CONF).This ompletes the proof. �A separation of the riteria CONF and CONS in the uniform learning modelan be veri�ed with similar methods; the proof is omitted.



Theorem 8. suit'(J�;CONF) n suit(J�;CONS) 6= ;.So, the results CONS � CONF � EX an also be transferred to uniformlearning with respet to � and the numberings given a priori by '. Again, �nitelasses are suÆient for the separations.In order to prove suit'(J�;TOTAL) � suit'(J�;CONS) (and the same resultfor suit� ) we use Theorem 9. Sine suit� (J�;TOTAL) � suit� (J�;CEX), we evenobtain suit'(J�;CONS)nsuit� (J�;TOTAL) 6= ;.Theorem 9. suit'(J�;CONS) n suit� (J�;CEX) 6= ;.Proof. We will omit some formal details and onentrate on the main ideas.Again we use a strategy T 2 P2 to de�ne a desription set B � N suitable foruniform onsistent identi�ation by T . Though B desribes only �nite reursiveores, it will not be suitable for uniform CEX-identi�ation with respet to � .De�ne T 2 P2 byT (b; f [n℄) := 8>>><>>>:0 if 0 =2 ff(0); : : : ; f(n)gminfi � 1 j 9� 2 (N n f0g)� if 0 2 ff(0); : : : ; f(n)g and[�0 � 'bi and �0 � f ℄g suh a minimum is found" otherwisefor f 2 R and b; n 2 N.Then set B := fb 2 N j Rb is �nite and Rb 2 CONS'b(�x:T (b; x))g:We will prove B 2 suit'(J�;CONS) n suit� (J�;CEX). The de�nitions implyB 2 suit'(J�;CONS). The laim B =2 suit� (J�;CEX) is veri�ed by way of on-tradition.Assumption. B 2 suit� (J�;CEX),i.e. there is some S 2 R2 suh that Rb 2 CEX� (�x:S(b; x)) for any b 2 B.Aim. Constrution of an integer b0 2 B with Rb0 =2 CEX� (�x:S(b0; x)), inontradition to our assumption. The strategy �x:S(b0; x) will fail for at leastone f 2 Rb0 by either{ hanging its hypothesis for f in�nitely often or{ generating a hypothesis inorret for f with respet to � for in�nitely manyinitial segments of f or{ guessing a � -number of a proper subfuntion of f on input of some initialsegment of f .Constrution of b0.De�ne a funtion  2 P3 with the help of initial segments �bk (b; k 2 N) asfollows: for arbitrary b 2 N set �b0 := 1 and begin in stage 0.



In general, in stage k we proeed as follows:e := S(b; �bk). Start a parallel hek until (i) or (ii) turns out to be true.(i). There is some y < j�bkj suh that �e(y) is de�ned and �e(y) 6= �bk(y).(ii). There is some y � j�bkj suh that �e(y) is de�ned.The funtion  bk+1 shall have the initial segment �bk0 whih will be extendedby a sequene of 0's, until (i) or (ii) turns out to be true. If ondition (i) turns outto be true �rst, then  b0 shall have the initial segment �bk whih will be extendedby a sequene of 1's, until �x:S(b; x) is fored to hange its mind on  b0; then�bk+1 shall be the initial segment of  b0 onstruted so far. If ondition (ii) turnsout to be true �rst { with �e(yk)#; yk > n { then �bk+1 := �bk1 : : : 1(�e(yk) + 1),where the last argument in the domain of �bk+1 is yk. In ase �bk+1 is de�ned goto stage k + 1. If neither (i) nor (ii) is ful�lled,  b0 remains initial.The Reursion Theorem then yields an integer b0 2 N satisfying 'b0 =  b0 :Claim. The onstrution in stage k implies1. 'b0k+1 2 R i� [�b0k is de�ned and �S(b0;�b0k ) � �b0k "1 (� 'b0k+1)℄,2. if 'b0k+1 =2 R and �b0k+1", then 'b00 = �b0k 11 2 R and the sequene of hy-potheses produed by �x:S(b0; x) on 'b00 onverges to an index inorret for'b00 with respet to � ,3. if 'b0k+1 =2 R and �b0k+1#, then �b0k � �b0k+1 � 'b00 ; furthermore(a) S(b0; �b0k+1) 6= S(b0; �b0k ) or(b) S(b0; f [j�b0k j � 1℄) is inorret wrt � for any f 2 R satisfying �b0k+1 � f ,4. if 'b00 2 R, then 'b0k+1 =2 R for all k 2 N. Furthermore 0 =2 rng('b00 ).5. There is exatly one index i suh that 'b0i 2 R.With this laim and our onstrution we an verify b0 2 B. Now we assumeby way of ontradition that Rb0 2 CEX� (�x:S(b0; x)). It suÆes to regard twoases.Case 1. Rb0 = f'b00 g.Then on 'b00 the strategy �x:S(b0; x) hanges its hypothesis in�nitely often orreturns a hypothesis inorret with respet to � in�nitely often. We obtainRb0 =2CEX� (�x:S(b0; x)).Case 2. Rb0 = f'b0i g with i � 1.With Claim 1 we have �S(b0;'b0i [n℄) � �b0i�1"1� �b0i�101 = 'b0i for some n 2 N.Hene S(b0; 'b0i [n℄) is a � -number of a proper subfuntion of 'b0i . We onludeRb0 =2 CEX� (�x:S(b0; x)).In eah ase we have Rb0 =2 CEX� (�x:S(b0; x)). As b0 2 B, this ontraditsour initial assumption; so B =2 suit� (J�;CEX). This ompletes the proof. �



Thus it only remains to show that the separations in Lemma 1.3 are properinlusions. From Theorem 9 and suit'(J�;CONS) � suit'(J�;EX) (analogouslyfor suit� ) we obtain that the seond inlusion suit'(J�;CEX) � suit'(J�;EX)and its � -version are indeed proper. For the �rst inlusion regard Theorem 10.Theorem 10. suit'(J�;CEX) n suit(J�;CONS) 6= ;.3Together with suit� (J�;TOTAL) � suit� (J�;CONS) this theorem yieldssuit'(J�;CEX)nsuit� (J�;TOTAL) 6= ; and in partiular suit'(J�;TOTAL) �suit'(J�;CEX), where again suit' may be replaed by suit� .With Theorems 9 and 10 we have also veri�ed the following orollary.Corollary 1. 1. suit'(J�;CEX)#suit'(J�;CONS),2. suit� (J�;CEX)#suit� (J�;CONS).Now we an summarize our separation results for uniform learning of �nitelasses with respet to �xed hypothesis spaes.Theorem 11. 1. suit'(J�;EXm) � suit'(J�;EXm+1) � suit'(J�;EX) for ar-bitrary m 2 N,2. suit'(J�;TOTAL) � suit'(J�;CONS) � suit'(J�;CONF) � suit'(J�;EX),3. suit'(J�;TOTAL) � suit'(J�;CEX) � suit'(J�;EX).These results hold analogously if we substitute suit' by suit� .Thus we have transferred the omparison results of Theorem 1 to the oneptof meta-learning in �xed hypothesis spaes. Eah separation is ahieved alreadyby restriting ourselves to the synthesis of strategies for �nite lasses of reursivefuntions.5 Separation of Inferene Criteria { General HypothesisSpaesIn this setion we investigate the hierarhies of inferene riteria for uniformlearning without restritions in the hoie of the hypothesis spaes. Again we willonentrate on desription sets orresponding to olletions of �nite lasses ofreursive funtions. Some of the omparison results in Setion 4 hold analogouslyfor this onept, but there are di�erenes, too. Our �rst simple observations inLemma 2 follow immediately from the de�nitions.Lemma 2. 1. suit(J�;EXm) � suit(J�;EXm+1) � suit(J�;EX) for all m 2 N,2. suit(J�;CONS) � suit(J�;CONF) � suit(J�;EX),3. suit(J�;TOTAL) � suit(J�;CEX) � suit(J�;EX).3 The proof is omitted but proeeds similar to the proof of Theorem 7.



Note that we dropped the inlusion for TOTAL-identi�ation in the seondline. Sine in general a uniform strategy S satisfying B 2 suit(J�;TOTAL)(S)for some B � N an not synthesize an appropriate hypothesis spae for Rb fromb 2 B, the hypotheses returned by S annot be heked for onsisteny. Thereforethe proof of Lemma 1 annot be transferred. By Theorems 6, 7, 8 all inlusionsin Lemma 2.1 and 2.2 are proper inlusions. But for the other separations weobserve a di�erent onnetion, as Theorem 12 states.Theorem 12. suit(J�;TOTAL) = suit(J�;CEX) = suit(J�;EX).Proof. suit(J�;TOTAL) � suit(J�;CEX) � suit(J�;EX) follows by de�nition.It remains to prove suit(J�;EX) � suit(J�;TOTAL). For that purpose �x adesription set B 2 suit(J�;EX). Then we know1. Rb is �nite for all b 2 B,2. there is a strategy S 2 P2 suh that for any b 2 B there is a hypothesisspae  [b℄ 2 P2 satisfying Rb 2 EX [b℄(�x:S(b; x)).Note that the hypothesis spaes  [b℄ do not have to be omputable uniformlyin b. Now we want to prove that B 2 suit(J�;TOTAL). We even will see thatour given strategy S is already an appropriate strategy for uniform TOTAL-identi�ation from B. This requires a hange of the hypothesis spaes  [b℄ forb 2 B.Idea. Assume b 2 B was �xed. Sine �x:S(b; x) identi�es the �nite lass Rb inthe limit, there are only �nitely many initial segments of funtions in Rb whihfore the strategy �x:S(b; x) into a \non-total" guess. If we replae the funtionsin  [b℄ assoiated with these non-total guesses by an element of R (for example01), we obtain a hypothesis spae appropriate for TOTAL-identi�ation of Rbby �x:S(b; x).More formally: Fix b 2 B. From 2 we obtain ard fn 2 N j  [b℄S(b;f [n℄) =2 Rg <1for all f 2 Rb. De�ning the set of \forbidden" hypotheses on \relevant" initialsegments byH [b℄ := fi 2 N j  [b℄i =2 R ^ 9f 2 Rb 9n 2 N [S(b; f [n℄) = i℄g ;we onlude with statement 1, that H [b℄ is �nite. Now we de�ne a new hypothesisspae �[b℄ by �[b℄i := ( [b℄i if i =2 H [b℄01 if i 2 H [b℄ for all i 2 N :Sine  [b℄ 2 P2 and H [b℄ is �nite, �[b℄ is omputable. The de�nition of �[b℄ thenimplies Rb 2 TOTAL�[b℄(�x:S(b; x)). As b 2 B was hosen arbitrarily, we on-lude B 2 suit(J�;TOTAL). �With this result we also observe a di�erene to our separation of TOTALand CONS in the lassial learning model.



Corollary 2. suit(J�;CONS) � suit(J�;CONF) � suit(J�;TOTAL).Proof. This fat follows immediately from Theorem 7 and Theorem 8 and by theresult suit(J�;EX) = suit(J�;TOTAL) in Theorem 12. �Obviously, a further hange in the hierarhies of inferene riteria is wit-nessed by the fat suit(J�;CONS) � suit(J�;CEX), whih follows by the sameargumentation as in the proof of Corollary 2. We summarize:Theorem 13. 1. suit(J�;EXm) � suit(J�;EXm+1) � suit(J�;EX) for arbi-trary m 2 N,2. suit(J�;CONS) � suit(J�;CONF) � suit(J�;TOTAL) = suit(J�;CEX) =suit(J�;EX).So in ontrast to uniform identi�ation of �nite lasses with respet to �xedhypothesis spaes the separations in Theorem 1 annot be transferred to the un-restrited onept of uniform learning. Still it is remarkable, how many infereneriteria for uniform identi�ation an be separated by olletions of �nite lassesof funtions { even with very strong results (f. the remarks below Theorem 6).Referenes1. Barzdins, J. (1974); Indutive Inferene of Automata, Funtions and Programs, In:Proeedings International Congress of Mathematiians, 455-460.2. Baliga, G.; Case, J.; Jain, S. (1996); Synthesizing Enumeration Tehniques for Lan-guage Learning, In: Proeedings of the Ninth Annual Conferene on ComputationalLearning Theory, ACM Press, 169-1803. Case, J.; Smith, C. (1983); Comparison of Identi�ation Criteria for Mahine In-dutive Inferene, Theoretial Computer Siene 25, 193-220.4. Freivalds, R.; Kinber, E.B.; Wiehagen, R. (1995); How Indutive Inferene Strate-gies Disover Their Errors, Information and Computation 118, 208-226.5. Gold, E.M. (1967); Language Identi�ation in the Limit, Information and Control10, 447-474.6. Jantke, K.P. (1979); Natural Properties of Strategies Identifying Reursive Fun-tions, Elektronishe Informationsverarbeitung und Kybernetik 15, 487-496.7. Jantke, K.P.; Beik, H. (1981); Combining Postulates of Naturalness in IndutiveInferene, Elektronishe Informationsverarbeitung und Kybernetik 17, 465-484.8. Kapur, S.; Bilardi, G. (1992); On Uniform Learnability of Language Families, In-formation Proessing Letters 44, 35-38.9. Osherson, D.N.; Stob, M.; Weinstein, S. (1988); Synthesizing Indutive Expertise,Information and Computation 77, 138-161.10. Rogers, H. (1987); Theory of Reursive Funtions and E�etive Computability,MIT Press, Cambridge, Massahusetts.11. Wiehagen, R. (1978); Zur Theorie der algorithmishen Erkennung, Dissertation B,Humboldt-University, Berlin (in German).12. Zilles, S. (2000); On Uniform Learning of Classes of Reursive Funtions, TehnialReport LSA-2000-05E, Centre for Learning Systems and Appliations, Universityof Kaiserslautern.


